
SO YOU WANT TO
TEACH ICT?

This chapter explores:
• how the book can help you
• a philosophy of education and the development of your own philosophy of education
• the meaning of education, teaching and learning today
• the purpose of the curriculum in schools and how this is changing
• how information and communication technology (ICT) fits into the curriculum
• key people you will be working with in school ICT departments
• the future prospects of ICT in the school curriculum.

Teaching is an exciting and rewarding career. You will be working with people who have
innate curiosity and love learning though creative and exciting approaches. While we
know the rewards of the teaching profession, we also recognize the challenges you will
face. We hope that this book will be of practical use to you when taking your first steps as
a new ICT teacher.
We have both been secondary ICT teachers, teaching across the secondary age range

and in further education. We are both strong believers in peer support and have gained
much from our own network of peers over the years – none of us are perfect and we
believe in sharing ideas and approaches to help us all become better teachers. Our own
career paths have now lead us to higher education where we train people who want to
become ICT teachers. The principle of sharing ideas is evident in our work with our
colleagues and in how we encourage our students to engage with (their own and their
pupils’) teaching and learning. We hope that this book will allow us to share ideas with
you to help you become an ICT teacher.
We teach people from many different backgrounds who enter the profession through

a variety of routes: undergraduate degrees with recommendation for qualified teacher
status (QTS) or Professional/Postgraduate Certificate of Education (PGCEs) with the
possibility of gaining Master’s-level credits. We recognize the unique talents, skills and
personalities which each beginning ICT teacher brings to the profession, and we hope
we meet the challenge of meeting such diverse audience needs. However, whichever
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route you are taking into teaching your end goal remains the same: to be a successful
teacher of ICT. We have tried to make this book useful for all of you.

HOW THIS BOOK CAN HELP YOU

This book is essentially practical in its nature. We aim to give you pointers to relevant
research, but we do not intend becoming over-involved in exploring this (there are
many books and journals which will allow you to explore relevant research in more
detail). The ‘What the research says’ section explores an aspect of education and some
of the associated research in more depth – you can use these as starting points for your
own research. The approaches we explore are based on our own experience, that of our
colleagues, our students and from research. This book can be used by those who are
studying on undergraduate, PGCE or Graduate Teacher Programme (GTP) routes into
teaching who want practical support, by those who have just completed their studies or
it can provide a framework for those supporting beginning teachers. There is a com-
panion website which offers additional materials (weblinks, video clips exemplifying
issues explored in the book, additional commentary, pro formas and so on), but this
book can be used as a stand alone resource too.

I am thinking of becoming a teacher

Those who are considering becoming a teacher can use this book to gain an insight into
teaching and learning approaches and the role of the ICT teacher. You will gain an insight
into current issues in ICT education, what you are expected to teach, as well as the funda-
mentals of planning, differentiation and classroommanagement strategies. These areas are
usually explored during interviews for teaching courses. It will also give you an overview
of ICT teaching allowing you to make a more informed decision about your career path
(see companion website www.sagepub.co.uk/secondary video clip, Rewarding career, to
hear Richard talking about his teaching experience). You can use the points for reflection
and further reading texts to help explore your own thoughts on teaching and learning.

I am studying on an undergraduate route into teaching

The book will give you practical help and support in the core responsibilities of an ICT
teacher. It will help you to identify appropriate teaching and learning approaches for your
pupils and the topics you are teaching, exploring differentiation, assessment and how to
plan effectively. Throughout the book you are asked to reflect on or investigate topics to
help you to identify your own beliefs, style and the most appropriate approaches for you
as an individual, developing teacher. The book also identifies relevant research which you
should explore further using the weblinks and suggestions for further reading at the end
of each chapter and on the companion website. The transcripts and scenarios in the
chapters and the video clips on the companion website (www.sagepub.co.uk/secondary)
exemplify points in the text. You should look for further examples during observations on
placement and in your own practice. The points for reflection and research links (see
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companion website) can help you to identify a suitable topic for your dissertation for
your final year.

I am studying a PGCE which includes
Master’s-level credits

Many of your requirementswill be the same as an undergraduate, although the condensed
nature of your course will see youwanting immediate answers to problems. This book can
be used either as a textbook to provide the overall picture for teaching and learning in ICT,
or you can dip into it to find answers to particular problems or issues you are facing at that
moment in time. The transcripts and the video clips (see companion website,
www.sagepub.co.uk/secondary) will help you to quickly identify how the theory dis-
cussed in the text will apply in practice. You should supplement this through your own
observations and reflections during your school placements. The points for reflection,
research identified in each chapter and the sample research questions on the companion
website will help you to identify suitable topics for Master’s-level research. We would
strongly recommend that you follow up the research identified in the book and the further
reading and weblinks at the end of each chapter and on the companion website.

I am on the Graduate Teacher Programme

This intensive, employment-based route into teaching will need immediate answers to
classroom situations. Before you start on the programme you may want to read the
book as a textbook to give you an insight into the issues you will face over the next year
of your training. You will then be able to dip into the book as and when you need to
address particular issues. You should use the transcripts and video clips on the com-
panion website (www.sagepub.co.uk/secondary) to help you identify how theory trans-
lates to practice. You will need to develop reflective practice (Chapter 2) to help you
identify how you are applying theory in your own classroom. You can use the points
for reflection to help stimulate discussion on relevant issues with your mentor. It may
also be helpful to revisit the points for reflection and research identified in the book and
on the companion website if you pursue a Master’s qualification at a later date.

I am an NQT

This is a busy and demanding year when it can be difficult to balance your continu-
ing professional development with adapting to a new career. The latter chapters
provide guidance on your newly qualified teacher (NQT) year, possible routes for
developing and extending your professional role and for building further on the
Professional Standards which you met through your training. This year should enable
you to experiment with different approaches and to find your own style. The book
will help you to reflect on these areas and may suggest different ways of discharging
your professional role. In the future you may opt to study for a Master’s qualification.
The points for reflection in the chapters, research methods and research ideas on the
companion website (www.sagepub.co.uk/secondary) could be revisited to guide you
and provide ideas for your dissertation.
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I am a mentor for beginning teachers

This book will provide you with an overview of what beginning teachers learn and
some of the requirements of Master’s-level courses. The book identifies points for
reflection in each chapter which could be used to stimulate discussions or research
ideas which you could use to help the student teacher identify and develop their
thoughts for assignment work. Some student teachers will seek support from you for
their assignment work. We know that many ICT teachers who studied ICT or comput-
ing at university may not have engaged in dissertation-type research before (instead
completing practical projects based on systems models). There are two different models
for research provided on the companion website (www.sagepub.co.uk/secondary,
Chapter 2 and 10 resources) which will provide you with an insight into and frame-
work for supporting students with this type of work. Discussion of theory in the book
is supported by transcripts of classroom practice and video clips on the companion
website. You could use these to help beginning teachers identify and reflect on the
practice they are observing and to analyse their own practice.

PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

You have decided that teaching is a potential career path for you. You may be just start-
ing on this journey or you may already be some way along the path. It is worthwhile
pausing to reflect on the beliefs and values which you are bringing to the profession and
the broader context of education which may inform your own philosophy of education.
Every day we all use words and concepts which we presume convey the same

perceptions and ideas to the people around us. Very infrequently we analyse the words
we are using and what we actually mean by them.

Points for reflection
Consider the following words and the prompt questions.

Education

What is education? What is its purpose? When does it happen and how?

Teaching

Who is a teacher? Are teachers the only people who teach? How is teaching different
from training? What makes a good teacher and why?

Learning

What is learning? How do we know that learning has happened? How do we learn
best? Is learning involuntary or do we have to consciously learn?
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Think about how you use these words and what you mean by them. Do you think
that your perception of them is the same or different to other peoples’? What may
cause differences in perception?

In this section we do not aim to provide answers to these questions (as there are not
necessarily any right answers to give), rather what we want is to cause you think about
them and start to examine your own views and beliefs.

Education

Our view is that education is a holistic approach to the development of an individual.
It should develop their knowledge, understanding of the world around them and pro-
vide themwith the skills to function in society (which includes, but not exclusively, eco-
nomic contribution). This, then, is more than just teaching facts and how to apply them,
rather it is to do with how an individual relates to and engages with others, the contri-
bution they make to society, their own self-awareness, self-confidence and ability to
function in the world. We would also take this further, for education and learning
should surely not stop when a person leaves an educational institution (be that school,
further education or university). A role of education should also be to inspire a love of
learning and to develop an inquistive mind. This should not always be for economic
gain, but a personal curiosity to find out more about the world around us, leading to a
grater understanding of those topics which interest us. Some of this may overlap with
jobs or career aspirations, but we hope that pupils leave school wanting to know more
about a plethora of subjects, with a real love of learning for its own sake.

Points for reflection
What do you believe?

• Why do you think education is important?
• How did your education influence your life and why?
• Why do you want to be a teacher?

(See www.sagepub.co.uk/secondary for further prompts to help you devise a
philosophy of education.)

Teaching

The best teachers are those who have a real passion for their subject. They communi-
cate their excitement to pupils and are creative and innovative in their teaching. They
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inspire in pupils a similar love for their subject and a desire to know more about it. A
teacher is generally deemed to be someone who has been appropriately trained and
who works in a school and certainly that is the interpretation we are using in this book,
but is that all? When a parent teaches their child to ride a bike, to share their toys or
learn their times tables, are they not acting as a teacher too? If we have a mentor at work
who shows us how to do our job and helps us settle in, are they a teacher as well? If we
examine these broader definitions of ‘a teacher’ we can see the holistic nature of teach-
ing and educating: there are multiple factors influencing a pupil’s development, with
teaching and learning in school being only one of these. In fact it could be said that
every individual teaches children through their words and actions.
In the first points for reflection we asked you to consider the difference between

teaching and training. Training aims to provide a specific, usually narrow skill-set. It is
often related to a particular task and the skills developed may have limited value away
from that task. Teaching is about development of the whole individual, not a focus on
developing a particular skill. Teachers should be concerned for the whole person, not
just how that individual pupil relates to their subject area.

Learning

There are many theories of learning. During your training as a teacher you will no doubt
explore the theories of Vygotsky, Dewey, Piaget, Kolb, Gardner, Bruner and so on. Youwill
be expected to relate these theories to your own practice and identify what it will mean for
you in the classroom. The work of these theoreticians (and others) have helped us to move
forward in our understanding of learning, but there are no definitive answers. Also, these
theories were not always intended to be used by educationalists; they are more often
related to the study of psychology and have been adapted for use by teachers.
Learning is sometimes done as an isolated activity, for instance reading a book for our

own interest, but usually we learn within a social context with other people. Distance
learners frequently express a feeling of isolation, they are often anxious and need further
additional support than those learning in a face-to-face context (McInnerney and
Roberts, 2004). Perhaps this indicates that humans are more naturally adapted to learn-
ing in a social context and often in collaboration with others.

Points for reflection
Consider how you learn best, perhaps focusing on something which you do or
know particularly well, and consider how you learnt it. What makes that form of
learning most effective for you?
Now consider a situation where learning was not effective. What made this

learning experience ineffective? How could it have been improved?
What lessons can you learn from this reflection for your teaching and learning

practice?
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Learning with and through collaboration with others, for instance in group or
paired work, can be particularly effective. Ofsted (2005b: 19) identified that in some
cases teachers were not encouraging pupils to use talk sufficiently. The report states
the ‘importance of pupils’ talk in developing both reading and writing’. In 1976
Barnes identified that our use of language (in talking and free writing) helps us to
reshape our experience helping us to learn. How often do we talk through a problem
to help us understand it better or to reach a solution? Talking helps us to clarify our
thoughts and develop our understanding. Vygotsky theorized that those who
engaged in private talk (either internally or out loud) were more able to progress in
their learning and become better learners. The way we structure learning opportuni-
ties in our classrooms will influence how much is learnt and becomes embedded
knowledge for pupils. It is too easy for pupils to learn a required or expected
response without developing a deeper, more personal understanding of the concepts
we are teaching. We want pupils to develop their own understanding and knowledge
rather than simply regurgitating ours.
People have a thirst for knowledge and understanding: we want to know ‘why

…?’. As infants we start to develop our understanding of the world in which we
live and this continues as we grow: learning is a continuous process. Sometimes we
deliberately set out to learn something new; at other times we learn almost uncon-
sciously through observing or listening, while we watch television, talk to our
friends or read the newspaper. As teachers we need to exploit pupils’ natural
desire to learn, to utilize their learning outside school and encourage them to
actively engage in the learning process and to become self-regulated, motivated
lifelong learners.
Learning is done by an individual – we cannot force them to learn no matter how

hard we ‘teach’! Teaching is not the same as learning, but it is sometimes perceived as
being the same by beginning teachers. Most people will agree that they learn best (and
improve) through hands-on practice. This means that we need to let go of teaching from
the front of the room and instead provide opportunities for pupils to learn through
practice. Strategies for encouraging learning in your classroom are explored through-
out the book, but particularly in Chapter 4.

SHAPING THE CURRICULUM

Schools and the education system exist in a complex arena. Everyone has an opinion
on what schools should do and what education should achieve: somehow these dif-
ferent perspectives must be reconciled. The Qualifications and Curriculum Authority
(QCA) undertook extensive consultation and research before publishing the new sec-
ondary National Curriculum (QCA, 2007). The National Curriculum is structured
around programmes of study for the subjects covered by the National Curriculum. ICT
has a discrete programme of study which details what should be taught throughout the
school years, including key stage 3 (Years 7–9) and key stage 4 (years 10–11). Based on
consultations during the National Curriculum review, the QCA identified three princi-
pal aims summarizing the ethos of the views expressed by different stakeholders
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(including pupils, parents, teachers and employers). These were that young people
should become:

• successful learners who enjoy learning, make progress and achieve
• confident individuals who are able to lead safe, healthy and fulfilling lives
• responsible citizens who make a positive contribution to society (Waters, 2007, 2008).

When we compare the previous National Curriculum Programme of Study for ICT
(DfEE, 1999) and the new one (QCA, 2007) there are no really significant changes to
the content and concepts taught. There is an increased emphasis on developing the
knowledge and understanding necessary to become a discriminating and capable user
of ICT and e-safety is now explicitly included. In any ICT curriculum you will find ref-
erence to databases, spreadsheet, presentation-based work (such as word processing
and desktop publishing) and multimedia. The National Curriculum, though, does not
explicitly mention these applications, instead addressing the capability of the user in
selecting and using relevant tools appropriately and efficiently. Concepts such as fit-
ness for purpose, audience needs, efficiency in processes, relevance and detection of
bias or inaccuracy in data are all addressed. From this you should be able to see that
discrete teaching of ICT in schools is much more than a skills-based, training exercise.
We are teaching pupils to use ICT effectively in everyday situations.
The National Curriculum review has refined the structure of the curriculum and

made it possible to deliver learning in more flexible ways. Over the next few years
schools will explore this flexibility, and the expectation is that subject areas will
work more closely together to deliver a more integrated curriculum. The challenge
for teachers is to see the National Curriculum as the minimum entitlement for
pupils and to deliver a broader and richer curriculum in schools.

Points for reflection
Review the audit on the companion website (www.sagepub.co.uk/secondary) and
consider if your subject knowledge is broad enough to address all of the topic
areas raised.
What else do you think should be taught in ICT lessons? Are there other topics

which inspire you which you would want to include? How might you achieve this?

ICT: PART OF THE JIGSAW

Just as ICT is permeating all aspects of our lives, it is becoming an integral part of teaching
and learning in schools. There are three roles for ICT in school:
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1. ICT is a discrete subject within the National Curriculum. The programme of study gives details
of ICT concepts and processes which pupils should learn. These will include the underpinning
theory for ICT and the development of ICT capability enabling pupils to become confident
and discriminating users of ICT. It is recommended (DfES, 2002) that ICT is taught as a dis-
crete subject for at least 60 minutes per week at Key Stage 3. At Key Stage 4, a functional
skills qualification in ICT is being piloted highlighting the importance of ICT alongside
English and mathematics.

2. ICT is used in other subjects as a tool to enhance teaching and learning. For instance, geog-
raphy may use Google Earth to explore geological features of land disrupted by tectonic
plate movement, or modern foreign languages may use video conferencing to converse with
pupils in a school in France. These subject areas are using ICT but not directly teaching the
concepts of ICT.

3. ICT is used by teachers to plan and administer lessons and their other duties. This may include
using ICT to create worksheets, upload material to a virtual learning environment or use elec-
tronic mark books to analyse pupil data.

There is a clear distinction between use of ICT and the teaching of ICT. Simply using
ICT in a lesson does not necessarily provide learning opportunities for the underpin-
ning concepts; it will not always build and develop capability. However, there are those
who will argue that because ICT is used in other subjects that it is being taught through
those subjects. Normally this use helps to reinforce the learning which has already
taken place in an ICT lesson rather than introducing new ICT concepts. Teachers of
other disciplines are, quite naturally, focused on their own subject area, not on ICT
teaching. To try to explain this distinction more clearly let us consider the teaching of
English. English is read, spoken and listened to in every subject area, yet the legitimacy
of teaching English as a discrete subject is never called into question (nor are we advo-
cating that it should be). It is understood that there are other concepts and processes
which require a subject specialist and dedicated curriculum time to fully explore. This
is the same in ICT.
The intention for the revised National Curriculum (QCA, 2007) is for more integra-

tion between the subjects. This will mean departments working more closely together
to identify linkages between subjects and timing delivery of topics to enable these
to coincide. Introducing cross-curricular projects which help pupils to explore the
integrated themes across a range of subject areas helps de-fragment pupils’ knowledge
of different curriculum areas. ICT has a central role in this. There is already a require-
ment for all subject areas to identify and integrate ICT opportunities into their lessons.
With increasing use of virtual learning environments (VLEs) and e-portfolios in
school, other teachers will be seeking support and ideas from ICT teachers and staff.
This presents a huge opportunity for ICT teachers, who will be able to influence the
use of technology in school and be in a strong position to collaborate on developing a
more flexible curriculum which supports greater use of ICT in innovative and creative
ways.
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Points for reflection
What role do you think the ICT department and staff should have in advising and sup-
porting staff from other subject areas? How do you think cross-curricular projects may
benefit pupils and staff? Are there any disadvantages to cross-curricular projects?

BEYOND THE CURRICULUM

The curriculum for ICT is fairly busy. Usually ICT at Key Stage 3 is allocated one 60-minute
lesson per week. Designing a curriculum which includes a fundamental ICT skill-set,
opportunities to attain ICT capability and cross-curricular links is challenging. For
instance, many pupils struggle to use the keyboard efficiently: they are frequently con-
fused about the use of the shift key (particularly when Caps Lock gives a capital letter
equally well!); they do not understand how to use or set tabs; keyboard shortcuts are a
mystery. When entering Year 7, pupils may never have used a network (with shared
peripherals, their own login and password and own area to save work); they may not
understand setting up directory structures, naming conventions and the relevance of file
extensions. The challenge for an ICT teacher is to find time to incorporate these funda-
mentals into the curriculum, through either integration into other topic areas or by
addressing these in a separate unit at the start of the year.
Many pupils will be very familiar with social networking, gaming, storing photographs,

downloading music and so on. These tend to be topics we have not traditionally taught.
We may touch on copyright issues related to downloading music, e-safety around pub-
lishing photographs and using social networking sites. Some teachers, though, are starting
to exploit social networking tools (such as blogs or wikis) for educational purposes. We
often assume that pupils know everything about the tools which they appear to access
daily, but they frequently do not. There may be a significant number of pupils who will
not have home access to a computer and may not have even used email before.

Points for reflection
Identify some ways that emerging technologies such as social networking tools,
games, and mobile technology could be used for educational purposes in lessons.
(See weblinks for further details.)

WHO’S WHO IN ICT?

Teaching can be an isolated activity: one teacher in front of a class of pupils, but there
will be a number of people you will work with in an ICT department:
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• head of department oversees the operation of the department, including curriculum development,
assessment and monitoring, (including pupil data) and resource management

• your mentor may be the Head of Department or may be another ICT teacher. They will liaise with
other staff to ensure your placement meets your needs

• ICT teachers fall into two categories: those who are ICT specialists and those who are specialists
in other curriculum areas, but also teach ICT

• key stage Co-ordinators develop the curriculum and resources for a particular key stage. They will
normally do this in liaison with the head of department and with other teachers

• The network manager and technicians are support staff who do not normally teach. They provide ICT
and network support for staff and will normally advise on the development of ICT resources for the
school (not just within ICT). It is important to be on good terms with the information technology (IT)
support staff as they set passwords and network permissions (essentially they can make your life
easier (or otherwise) while you are on placement)

• cross-curricular co-ordinator will oversee the identification of ICT opportunities in other subject
areas and will work to co-ordinate delivery of related topic areas across the school curriculum.
They will also work on any cross-curricular projects which are identified

• non-ICT teachers will book and use ICT classrooms and resources for lessons requiring those facilities
• ICT teaching assistants are teaching assistants who specialise in ICT and are attached to the

department. They will normally support a range of pupils in ICT classes. Teaching assistants who
are attached to a subject area are able to develop an expertise in that subject which can be more
helpful to pupils. If a teaching assistant does not have any knowledge of ICT this can become a
barrier to support which, as the teacher, you would need to manage.

It is important that you work effectively and professionally with everyone in schools.
One of the lessons in this book is that good, creative teaching and learning strategies
can come from a range of sources. Be prepared to listen and learn from everyone during
your time in schools.

FUTURE PROSPECTS

You are entering the teaching profession at a time of significant change (although edu-
cation never seems to stand still). It is an exciting time with opportunities for people
with new ideas, innovative approaches and a good knowledge of the educational
potential of new technologies. The content and structure of what we teach is shifting.
The changes proposed by the government’s White Paper, 14–19 Education and Skills
(DfES, 2005aa), written in response to the Tomlinson Report (Working Group on 14–19
Reform, 2004), are now coming to fruition. The coming years will measure the success
of the renewed qualifications landscape. The new vocational pathways (including
diplomas) will involve teachers in greater collaboration between various educational
partners and employers. The success of qualifications like the diplomas relying heavily
on the commitment and involvement of industry in pupils’ education and training.
Industry and other employers were the principal authors of the diplomas. This was to
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ensure that the skills gaps employers had identified in school leavers were addressed.
The commitment from these employers, therefore, should be strong.
The pilot of the functional skills qualifications is exploring the potential of offering these

as stand-alone or as an integrated element of existing qualifications. The government wants
to see all pupils leaving school with knowledge of basic, core skills in literacy, numeracy
and ICT. ICT is seen as a skill for life, now as important as being literate and numerate.
Change is driven either internally through needs identified by people within education

or change is imposed from external sources. Many of the drivers for change appear to be
from external sources, but the origin of some of these are from educationalists themselves:
educational r for instance Assessment for Learning (Black and Wiliam, 1998). Teachers
recognize that there are issues with teaching and learning today which need to be
addressed and some of these will require a fundamental shift in the way in which teach-
ing and learning take place. The government’s Every Child Matters agenda (DfES, 2004b)
provides us with broad aims of what we want for our children and young people. There
is continuing research into teaching and learning practice, but we need innovative,
creative teachers to grasp the opportunities presented through research and to develop
this into good practice in our classrooms today. We all need to consider what our dreams
and aspirations are for education and how we can help schools to meet these challenges.

Further reading

Barrow, R. and Woods, R. (2006) An Introduction to Philosophy of Education. London: Routledge.

Jarvis, P. (2006) Towards a Comprehensive Theory of Human Learning: Lifelong Learning and the
Learning Society. Vol. 1. Oxford: Routledge.

Mortimore, P. (ed.) (1999) Understanding Pedagogy and its Impact on Learning. London: Paul
Chapman Publishing .

Weblinks

Live links to each of these websites can be found on the companion website, www.sagepub.co.
uk/secondary.

The National Curriculum (2007), http://curriculum.qca.org.uk/
James Atherton’s website provides an overview of teaching and learning theories, www.learningand
teaching.info/

Futurelab support innovative ideas for using ICT creatively for teaching and learning, www.futurelab.
org.uk/
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